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**Style of gobos available**

**Steel Gobo**

The most common gobo type. Fastest Turnaround time. Lowest price. Metal gobos require "Tabbing" which connect the lines necessary to maintain the overall appearance and integrity of the image.

**Glass Gobo**

Highest quality with multiple color options. Most versatile for smaller gobo sizes. Glass gobos project clear, crisp detailed photos, images, or logos that require specific color matches or gray scale without "Tabbing".

**Cool ink HD**

Designed specifically for LED fixtures.

Cool Ink HD gobos add a proprietary masking process to the printed plastic gobo and sandwich them between two layers of heat deflecting glass. This process improves the plastic gobo's ability to resist heat and image distortion due to warping caused by heat - plus the glass allows users to clean fingerprints and other smudges off of their projection. The Cool Ink HD imaging process offers a higher resolution for short term applications, particularly for color or grey scale images, and is especially recommended for artwork that has a
Cool Ink Hd & Glass Gobo
Explosive view of Cool Ink HD

High Temperature Glass
Multiple Printed Layers
Metal Retaining Ring

High Temperature Glass

Designs Suitable for LFS-75 in steel

D33
Edwardian script & Trajan Pro

D34
Monogram KK

D35
Amber

D36
Baroque Script

D37
Brush script
Name 8 letters or less

D38
Aphrodite & Times
Names 7 letter or less

D39
Edwardian script
Name 6 letters or less

D40
Monotype Corsiva
Names 8 letters or less
Personalize your custom gobo in just a few easy steps:

Step 1. Select a layout
Step 2. Select a font
Step 3. Select the details (names, dates, fixture, and quantity)
Step 4. Contact gobos@nlfxpro.com

Notes to remember when choosing the design for your Gobo:
The smaller the gobo size, the less detail it can accommodate.